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**Toni&Guy Classics**

Four-day/$1000  Two-day/$650

Built on the foundation of eleven cut techniques, Toni&Guy Classics has evolved to share the systematic approach for today’s contemporary hairdressing. The use of specific terminology + methodology place an emphasis on the simplistic approach to hairdressing, encouraging discipline, consistency, and control in the hairdresser, allowing for a quick progression to advanced concepts. A combination of technical demonstrations, breakdowns, and hands-on workshops tailored to the individual needs of each hairdresser, video presentation is used to ensure all students receive consistent, proper delivery of Toni&Guy methodology + terminology.

**Classic Colour Concepts**

Four-day/$1000  Two-day/$650

Toni&Guy Classics has evolved to share a contemporary approach for today’s colourist. This 2 or 4-day course will guide you in mastering salon viable colour techniques that work with various shapes to create a total look customizable for each client. The classics colour concepts class is structured to give you the confidence and knowledge needed to meet your clients’ colour requests, from fundamental techniques to dimensional highlighting and more, with a focus on colour placement. This class will give you the tools you can use immediately in your salon with the colour line of your choice.

**Teaching Techniques**

Five-day/$1800

This course guides you through the Toni&Guy Classic cutting system and how to implement training in your own salon. You will learn skills to help guarantee the highest standard of work from all salon staff. Toni&Guy Classics is a pre-requisite for teaching techniques, and all students should have a working knowledge of Toni&Guy terminology and methodology. With tuition payment, registrants will receive, in advance, a copy of Toni&Guy Classics, to prepare for the program. Suitability: designed specifically for the experienced salon owner, educator, or art director.

**Progressions**

Five-day/$1200  Four-day/$1000

This course covers all of the elements that make Toni&Guy education the best in the industry. It starts off with the foundation of the Toni&Guy cutting system in days 1 + 2, and then progresses on day 3 to customizing techniques, to further your creativity by personalizing your work with cutting and colouring. On the remaining days we explore the creative possibilities of cutting and colouring with the current Toni&Guy collection. Progressions fuses solid technique and fashion-forward creativity, helping hairdressers to reach their maximum potential in and out of the salon.

**Graduation Skills**

Three-day/$800

This course is the next phase in Toni&Guy foundational haircutting. And one of the most challenging concepts to grasp in hairdressing. Toni&Guy has simplified the keys relevant to graduation— one of the greyest areas in many hairdressers’ repertoires— to help you create flawless salon styles. From the classic graduated bob to soft and shattered, short to mid-length graduated shapes. This exciting program is for professionals who want to continue to enhance their understanding of and ability to manipulate weight distribution, and will give you the ability to cut graduated styles with confidence and consistency.

**Advanced Cut + Colour**

Two-day/$650

Toni&Guy’s Advanced Cut + colour class shares the most fashion-forward ideas and concepts from our latest collections. This energetic and motivational program is the place to learn the most current trends in a format that includes live-model presentations and cutting demonstrations. Every day of yours during this hands-on studio, students follow their own inspiration under the guidance of some of the best educators in the industry. You may choose to concentrate on cutting or colouring for both days, or mix the two to enhance your educational experience.

**Ombre/Balayage Techniques**

Two-day/$650

It’s time to get creative with colour! Ombre + Balayage are highly requested services inside the salon, and this class will focus on key techniques such as smudging, colour placement, and paint-on colour. This new course coaches you in tailoring colour techniques to fit your clients’ overall shape and style. By elevating your colour placement and ombre + balayage formulation skills you will be able to customize a personal technique and formula for each client.

**Hairdressing’**

Four-day/$1000  Two-day/$650

This exciting program brings together the skills you will need to meet your clients’ wedding, prom and special event requests. Build foundational skills and master the three keys to a successful up-do: backcombing, smoothing and pinning. Be inspired with new ideas during the demonstration and hands-on workshops. Take yourself to new creative heights in hairdressing.

**World Release - The Venice Project**